EDITOR’S LETTER

In this 3rd edition is noticeable that Revista Discente DIREITO GV – redGV has been gaining good recognition among students from the best Law Schools in Brazil. To our proudness, besides the fact that we are an independently student-organized legal-academic publication of the Sao Paulo Law School of Fundação Getulio Vargas – DIREITO GV, the quantity and quality of the papers submitted have been growing along the time.

We have been witnessing the achievement of our main goal with a growing success: to encourage good quality academic production by young students and practitioners of law, value-bringing innovation, interdisciplinarity, consistency in content and contemporaneity, seen primordially from the perspective of the students’ young minds.

The number of papers submitted to the 3rd edition doubled in comparison with the 2nd edition, for which the submitted texts had already doubled since the 1st edition. Moreover, the interest in redGV of undergraduate, masters and doctoral students from excellent nationally and worldwide recognized institutions was reinforced. There was also a strong increase of interest and acceptance related to potential academic collaborators from Law Schools in Brazil located in other states than Sao Paulo.

Along with exposition, our responsibility as a legal-academic production vehicle grows, and so does our concern with the maintenance of the alliance with the strong group of Professionals Reviewer, onto whom we counted since the very 1st edition. For the next edition, we will increase the number of these Professionals Reviewers who are essential to an knowledgeable and qualified evaluation of the papers and, from now on, we will also have Professional Reviewers specialized in Criminal Law and Sociology of Law, so we can expand even more the paper’s fields of study.

We hope on continuing on the right path for achieving our mission, creating a strong market stamp of legal-academic production, especially from eager students. To do so, we look forward, at any time, for new paper’s submission from interested authors.

• • •

Enjoy your reading!

Mariana C. Serra
Chief-Editor